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The 1957 Series $1 Without the Motto
By George W. Killian

Each new coin or piece of currency generates rumors
of errors. As a boy I remember the rumor that the
Jefferson nickel without a flag was an error. And re-
member the story about Joe Stalin's initials on the
Roosevelt dime? There is a current rumor about the
Kennedy half-dollar and a hammer and sickle.

Within our currency hobby the production of the new
$1 Federal Reserve Note even started the rumor that it
was illegal! Prior to that the $1 Silver Certificates of
1957, which were the first dollar bills to carry the motto
"IN GOD WE TRUST," created other rumors. The
most prevalent was that either an atheist or Communist
(some even suggested a Supreme Court Justice) got
into the Bureau of Engraving and Printing and removed
the motto from some of the engraving plates. To
collectors the truth was quite obvious; the Bureau was
producing both the 1935 F and/or 1935 G concurrently
with the 1957 and/or 1957 A series which did not and
did, respectively, have the motto.

However, in spite of this simple explanation a rumor
persisted that 1957 dollars did exist without the motto.
I recall the ad of a reputable dealer advertising various
currency items including the 1957 NO MOTTO. Under
price was listed "Wtd." I have always wondered about
this item. (See the author's mention of it in "Current
Currency" in the Spring 1963 issue of PAPER MONEY.)
Now I believe I can offer the full solution.

Fellow society member Harold B. Smith gave the final
clue. Harold obtained a $1 of 1957 B which did NOT
have the motto and of course was quite intrigued. He
knew something was peculiar, as the variety was not
listed in either Friedberg or Donlon's list and he had seen
no other mention of it. Because of my interest in the
subject he sent it to me for examination. The bill may
he identified completely as follows: 1 S 1957 B -
U65170935A 759 C4: 434 where:

1 means a $1 denomination
S means a Silver Certificate
1957 B represents the series
- means only one major variety known (or the major

variety if more than one)
U65170935A is the serial number of the bill.
759 is the face plate number, and
434 is the back plate number.

The bill is absolutely genuine. Its condition is excel-
lent. crisp with a very few slight wrinkles or folds. There
is NO MOTTO on the back. The first impression would
have to be that this is a new major error ranking at
least with the mismatched serial number. And, incident-
ally, it is especially interesting to note that the serial
number is in the same U ... A series in which the mis-
matched serial numbers occurred.

How could such a bill be produced? Possibly the
motto portion of one part of a rear plate was damaged

and it was decided to remove that portion of the plate but
otherwise continue use of the plate. This theory just is
not in keeping with Bureau practice and was not
seriously considered.

One theory considered was that during the production
of the note a scrap of paper covered the motto area
so that the motto was printed on the scrap and later
the scrap fell away to leave the NO MOTTO bill. But
this too seemed very unlikely. More specifically, it is
just too much coincidence to think the scrap would be
of exactly the right size and position to cover the motto
with no more and no less. Could an employee have
deliberately manufactured this error? In an ordinary
print shop there is no question that it could be done.
However, in the Bureau of Engraving and Printing I
suspect there are so many safeguards that it would be
impossible. Also what could be the motive? No em-
ployee could remove a bill nor could he control the
destination for later recovery.

These ideas are presented to illustrate my thinking and
in support of my final conclusion which quite simply
stated is that the NO MOTTO bill was printed normally
WITH MOTTO and later altered. But how can the motto
be removed without a trace? I don't think it can!

I have seen U. S. Notes which should have red seals
and numbers but which have orange seals. This results
from a bleaching action and is not an error. But house-
hold bleach, or even bleaches three times as strong,
does not remove the green ink. I do not believe a
bleach. or any other chemical was used, as it would be
very hard to apply a chemical so selectively.

How else? I experimented with a sharp knife and
worked on the bill as one might with a paint remover
blade. It was surprising how well the ink came off.
But the paper was left ruptured and rough. I was able
to smooth it some with a soft eraser. But clearly this
is not how the motto was removed from Harold's bill.

How else? I experimented with an ordinary type-
writer eraser and was again surprised at how well and
completely the ink was removed. But again the paper
was a little rough and perhaps thinner. I did not believe
this crude technique had been used.

How else? I experimented with a good quality pencil
eraser. Lo and behold, it too removed the ink although
it took longer. But the paper was not left rough or
obviously thinner. I am convinced that this is the
technique that was used on Harold's bill.

What evidence is there of alteration? First the job
was not absolutely perfect. A few very tiny green dots
remain. But there are three other and considerably
more damning bits of evidence. First examine and feel
the unprinted area of any piece of new currency. (Since
the note in question is from the new rotary presses, it
is suggested you should use a dollar from any of the
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1957 series, or any of the 1963s, for comparison). You
will note that the unprinted portion of the paper has a
pronounced texture. That is, the paper is not glass
smooth. This is not true on the motto area of the NO
MOTTO bill. In that area the paper is quite smooth,
as from long rubbing with an eraser. Incidentally, I
suspect that some technique perhaps an application of
steam, might be employed to restore most of the original
texture.

If all the erasing is done with the aid of an erasing
shield, the boundary between the worked and unworked
area might be quite evident. To hide or eliminate the
boundary the entire area might be worked over with an
eraser. I believe this was done on the bill in question.
The evidence resides in the fact that at a few points
in the general area of the motto the green printing is not
quite as clear and sharp as it should be on a new bill.
That is, the areas were affected by the eraser work. I
suspect that greater care could prevent this telltale sign.

The final bit of evidence resides in the fact that the
heavy erasing has thinned the paper a little, thereby
making that portion of the bill slightly more transparent.

Accordingly, Washington's portrait shows through better
in the area of the missing motto than it does in the area
below the word "ONE." Again, a clever and determined
manufacturer of "errors" could probably devise a means
to mask this evidence.

There is absolutely no evidence to suggest that the
specific NO MOTTO bill that generated this investigation
was made with intent to defraud collectors; for although
it passed through the hands of a dealer, it was "sold"
only as a curiosity and only at face value.

It is my belief that there are no dollars of the series
of 1957, 1957 A, 1957 B or 1963 that were produced
without the motto. However, the 1935 G with serial
numbers of D48 960 000J or lower were produced with-
out the motto. All 1935 Hs should have the motto but
they too could be altered.

CONCLUSION: It is possible to remove printing from
a piece of United States currency. Accordingly, all
collectors are warned to be extremely cautious about
paying a premium price for any piece of currency which
purports to be an error with any portion of the printing
missing.

* The Trading Post *
The members listed below are interested in trading notes. Please contact them

directly if you are interested in trading. The fee is $1.00 per listing for two issues.
Please note new categories. All future insertions should be sent directly to the Editor.

1. U. S. LARGE NOTES

Rev. Frank H. Hutchins
924 West End Ave.
New York 25, N. Y.

A. L. Morsch
45 Cleveland Ave.
Newark, N. J.

2. U. S. LARGE NATIONAL BANK NOTES

3. U. S. SMALL NOTES
Rev. Frank H. Hutchins
924 West End Ave.
New York 25, N. Y.

4. U. S. SMALL FEDERAL RESERVE NOTES

5. FOREIGN CURRENCY

Donald B. Hoge
5743 Braesvalley Dr.
Houston, Tex.

6. OBSOLETE PAPER MONEY
(Colonials, Continental, Confederate, Broken Bank
Notes, Scrip, etc.)

C. J. Affleck
34 Peyton St.
Winchester, Va.

Claude W. Rankin
110 Anderson St.
Fayetteville, N. C.

Leonard M. Rothstein, M.D.
2409 Sylvale Rd.
Baltimore, Md. 21209

George Wait
P. G. Box 165
Glen Ridge, N. J.

7. MILITARY CURRENCY
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Issues)

8. FRACTIONAL CURRENCY

Jerry Holcombe
Box 325
Burnsville, N. C. 28714
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